Creative Communication Training 2017

We all have individual strengths and experiences and now's the time to find, remember and use them.

“We will meet every second week for a series of workshops dedicated to our Public Speaking skills. Just two hours, focusing always on one specific topic and practice the basics for our successful presentation with fun games, group work and interaction.

We will develop and train our communication skills to form our personality and to become a confident speaker in our personal and our business life.”

Andreas Fehrens,
Creative Communication Coach

1. Improvisation It will be extremely interactive and creative and funny. To come out of your comfort zone use your personal strength and enjoy the dynamics of group work.

2. Your body speaks. Body Language is a significant aspect of modern communications and relationships and therefore very relevant to management and leadership, and to all aspects of work and business where communications can be seen and physically observed among people.

3. Vocal variety and magic pauses Here's the thing - if you haven't got any variety in your voice you run the risk of sending your listeners to sleep. Your speech content may be excellent. It could match your audience's needs very well but unless you deliver it in an interesting way, few people will actively listen.

4. The key to your message Messages are the words that help you deliver your narrative. Messages help you focus your communication which is critically important. Why is focus so important? Let's find out.

5. Speak with confidence “Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter, and those who matter don't mind.” Bernard M. Baruch

“How can I be more comfortable as a speaker? I'm never as confident as I'd like to be.” Haven't we all felt that way before?

Learn to speak up, keep authentic, use your personal skills and connected with your audience!

Five courses each 14 days from Monday 6.3.2017, 16–18 at UC143

Sign up HERE